The cytoskeleton consists of networks of protein polymers which structurally and dynamically organize interiors of living cells. Microtubules exhibit a complex array of self-organization phenomena which are very sensitive to various laboratory conditions. In this paper we discuss the main features of microtubules focusing our attention on their physical properties, i.e. the questions of assembly dynamics and energy transfer along their proto laments, the possible dipolar phases which we predict to exist and, nally, the hypothesis of current ows associated with the electric eld lines produced by cytoskeletal components.
Introduction
Without a doubt, one of the most intriguing questions of modern biophysics is that of the physical and chemical design behind the complex and multifunctional behavior of the cell's cytoskeleton. The multitude of functions performed by the cytoskeleton's microtubules (MTs) is astounding and poses a major scienti c puzzle. Microtubules are ubiquitous structures in eukaryotic cell biology and they appear to be multi-purpose components enagaged in a number of speci c activities: (a) material transport, (b) signal transduction, possible information storage and processing within axonal microtubules, (c) cell motility, and (d) cell division.
Although much progress has been made in the understanding of how these protein polymers organize themselves and participate in the various cellular activities listed above, presently, there is no clear theoretical, quantitatively predictable explanation of how these important phenomena come about at a molecular level. In this paper we advance a hypothesis that microtubules, and hence their structure and function, exhibit dipolar properties which demand a close scrutiny through the use of physical models and experiments. Electric dipoles are a characteristic property of protein molecules and as such may undergo various ordering phase transitions. Furthermore, they can be quite susceptible to environmetal changes involving electric and magnetic elds, ionic currents as well as pressure waves or other physical stimuli. The latter property may be both related to the crystallographic structure of assembled tubulin dimers and to the lattice of dipoles superimposed upon it. This could easily come about as a result of the piezoelectric e ect which links electric and elastic properties of a dielectric polymer system.
Our intention in this paper will be to present evidence, which unfortunately up to now has been mainly circumstantial or indirect, that microtubules are sensitive dielectric devices which couple to both electric elds and elastic modes of behavior. Following a discussion of the various experimental and observational facts leading to the above conclusion, we then describe some simple theoretical models intended to quantitatively represent microtubules from a physical viewpoint. The models outlined here address the following issues: dipole ordering, energy transfer, assembly dynamics (including the collapse catastrophe) and information encoding including signalling. Some of the above issues may be interrelated and indeed could unlock the riddle of signal transduction at a cellular level.
Electromagnetic E ects on the Cell and Cell Division
The study of the e ects of electrical elds on cells goes back to 1892 when Wilhelm Roux subjected animal eggs to electric elds and observed a pronounced strati cation of the cytoplasm as a result (Ja e & Nuccitelli, 1977) . In the decades that followed, research into these problems proceeded at an erratic pace where decades of inactivity were interspersed with outbursts of renewed interest. A number of e ects have been observed which would implicate electric elds and/or currents in the cytoskeletal or cytoplasmic self-organization processes. For example: growing tissues and organs have shown a sensitivity to magnetic elds, in the range of 0.005-0.015 T, and to electric currents . Electrotherapies have been shown to aid wound healing (Binder et al., 1984) and in cell divison, coherent polarization waves have been implicated as playing the key role in chromosome alignment and their subsequent separation (Cooper, 1981) .
In connection with the e ects of low-frequency electromagnetic elds and widely speculated health hazards associated with them, numerous studies have been carried out which were concerned with the e ects of electromagnetic (EM) radiation on cellular functions, such as calcium transport, hormone receptor activation, protein kinase activity, melatonin synthesis and, to a much lesser degree, microtubular assembly processes. Many of the ndings indicate that regulation of cellular growth and di erentiation (including the growth of tumors) may be directly modulated by EM elds.
As far as microtubules are concerned there is only very scant evidence indicating their direct response to both electric and magnetic elds. Vassilev observed alignment of microtubules in parallel arrays due to the application of both electric and magnetic elds (Vassilev et al., 1982) . Electric eld intensities used were in the range of 20-50 V/m and were of pulsed shape. The magnetic eld intensity applied was 0.02 T.
Several independent studies detected signi cant in uence of EM elds on mitosis and meiosis. Robertson (Robertson et al., 1981) found a 55% reduction in the mitotic index in pea roots exposed to 60 Hz electric elds at a 430 V/m intensity after 4 hours of exposure. Herich (Herich & Bobak, 1976 ) measured a 73% reduction of the mitotic index in onion seeds in 0.6 T homogeneous magnetic elds after 140 hours of exposure. This was claimed to be caused by an inhibiting e ect of the magnetic eld on transition of cells from interphase to prophase.
To summarize the results of these experimental ndings, both static magnetic and electric elds can alter the mitotic index and cell cycle progression of a number of cell types in various species. EM low-frequency elds in the range of 50-75 Hz de nitely cause perturbations in the mitotic activity of plant and animal cells and a signi cant inhibiting e ect on mitotic activity occurs early during exposure.
For more than a century various investigators (Schrader, 1953) have noted similarities between the pattern of the mitotic spindle apparatus and the eld geometry of electric and magnetic dipole moments (see Figure  1 for comparison). Cooper (Cooper, 1981) further proposed that the onset of mitosis is associated with a ferroelectric phase transition which establishes an axis of oscillation for the cellular polarization wave. The mitotic spindle apparatus would delineate the polarization eld with microtubules lined up along the electric eld lines. The poles would represent regions of the highest eld intensity and the equatorial plane would provide a nodal manifold. The chromosome condensation during this transformation would, in this picture, be induced by the static dielectric polarization of the chromatin complex resulting from the cellular ferroelectric phase transition. We will discuss dielectric polarization models of MTs in Section 6.
Electric Current E ects
Theoretical investigations of cytoplasmic elds and currents have been dominated by Ohm's law which relates the electric eld intensityẼ and the current density| via:
where denotes the resistivity of the solution. This is largely correct for K + and Cl ? ions which have almost no tendency to bind to xed charges in the cytoplasm. For Na + and Mg 2+ this is reasonably good since their binding strengths are quite limited. However, ions such as Ca 2+ and H + bind very strongly and hence are not expected to follow the Ohm law (Ja e et al., 1974) . Moreover, the latter two ions play a major role in the assembly of the cytoskeleton (and many other physiological functions) and hence an investigation into their conductive properties in the cytoplasm could shed important light on indirect electric current in uences on the assembly of the cytoskeleton. Measurements of the endogeneous currents through a single plant cell have been carried out and currents in the range of 0.03-20 A/cm 2 have been found to enter the prospective or actual growth region . It has been demonstrated that much of the current is due to Ca 2+ ions which stimulate vesicle secretion. A relatively small calcium current establishes a calcium gradient which, in turn, acts to induce a steady current of other ions.
Several observations of current ows in animal cells also deserve attention. (a) In animal cells, between fertilization and the rst cleavage, a steady current enters tha animal pole and leaves the vegetal pole (equator). (b) In the silkmoth oocyte-nurse complex, the oocyte cytoplasm is 10 mV more positive than the nurse cell cytoplasm despite their connection through a broad cytolasmic bridge whose resistance was estimated to be on the order of 10 k . There is evidence that this potential di erence is required for macromolecular transport across the bridge with a current on the order of 5 x 10 ?8 A. (c) A steady current enters the prospective cleavage furrow in both frog and sea urchin eggs during the 10 min period prior to cleavage initiation and about 8 min after initiation this current reverses its direction and leaves the furrow region. The magnitude of the measured current densities in these cells ranges from 0.2-60 A/cm 2 . Furthermore, it has been determined that endogenous potentials exist across metazoan cells in epithelia where potential di erences on the order of 30-100 mV or more have been measured (Ussing & Thorn, 1973) .
Practically all of the resistance across a cell is due to its membrane. If the cytoplasm has the resistivity p , the membrane m and the cell diameter is d, then the fraction of the total voltage drop across the cytoplasm f will be: Other examples give f in the range of 10 ?3 to 10 ?5 . Thus, for cells with a typical membrane potential of about 50-100 mV, the electric eld across the cytoplasm is expected to be in the range from 0.01 to 10 V/m. The typical electric eld penetration dependence in the vicinity of a membrane is given by:
where E 0 is the eld inside the membrane (a representative value would be 6 x 10 6 V/m) and is its penetration depth, typically about 1 nm. Hence polarized molecules would be attracted or repelled by the elds of the membrane as a result of the large gradient of the eld in its immediate vicinity. It was suggested a long time ago that bioelectric elds may act to orient various growth-guiding laments (Ja e & Nuccitelli, 1977) . However, the electric eld magnitudes measured or estimated to exist in the cell appear to be too weak to be of use in reorienting such molecules as collagen (4 x 10 5 V/m required) or long DNA strands (5 x 10 4 V/m required) with a possible exception of long actin laments, about 1 m in length, where elds as low as 5 x 10 3 V/m su ce.
A recent paper has discussed at length the accumulated evidence that microtubules participate in conduction activity (Insinna et al., 1996) via electron transfer mechanisms which can be coupled with GTP hydrolysis. The basal bodies, on the one hand, and the various capping structures, on the other, have been identi ed as electron source and sink devices. Furthermore, in light of what has been said above, protonic conduction due to GTP hydrolysis and phosphorylation reactions can be readily envisaged taking place along electrically polarized microtubular cylinders. 4 The Importance of the Water Environment NMR evidence (Cope, 1975; Hazelwood et al., 1969; Hazelwood et al., 1974 ) strongly indicates that cell water possesses more structure than liquid water, and that much of the Na + and K + in the cell is not free in aqueous solution, but is associated with charged sites on macromolecules (Cope, 1975) . Therefore, complexed Na + and K + cations have been compared to valence electrons in solid conductors and free cations to conduction band electrons. With activation energy barriers and solid-liquid interfaces present in the cell, the liquid-state free-cation model of the cell is clearly not applicable. A model based on structured water and associated cations is compatible with thermodynamic evidence.
A substantial part of water molecules in the cell is in the form of hydration water bound to various macromolecules. Yet another large portion exists in the so-called vicinal water form with several exotic properties. It does not have a unique freezing temperature but freezes over the interval of -70 to -50 C. It is a poor solvent for electrolytes but a good one for non-electrolytes, i.e. it behaves as a non-polar solvent. It has a higher viscosity than normal water and exhibits dynamic correlations between individual molecules (Cooke & Kuntz, 1974; Franks, 1975; Clegg, 1981) . It is most interesting that most of the vicinal water surrounds the cytoskeleton (Clegg, 1981 )! Mascarenhas (Mascarenhas, 1974) demonstrated electret properties of bound water with attendant non-linearity, hysteresis e ects and long relaxation times (on the order of 1s); activation energies of about 7.0-9.0 kcal/mol have been measured, all of which would tend to indicate the presence of long-range dipolar order leading to the formation of internal electric elds or perhaps collective oscillations of electric elds (Giudice et al., 1986) .
Biological Piezo-and Ferro-electricity
A piezoelectric solid is usually de ned as one which generates a voltage proportional to an applied mechanical force, either due to mechanical distortion or displacement of electric dipoles in its crystal lattice. Biological piezoelectricity has been observed directly in bone, DNA, RNA, myosin and collagen (Cope, 1975) . Piezoelectric materials are usually also pyroelectric, which means that an electric potential is generated by the application of a temperature gradient across the sample. Pyroelectricity has been directly observed and measured in tendon, bone, and nerve cells. Athenstaedt (Athenstaedt, 1974) has listed microtubules as piezoelectric biopolymers.
Tubulin is a protein rich in alpha-helices. An alpha helix carries an electric dipole moment of about 1.2 x 10 ?29 n Cm, where n is the number of amino acids which constitute the helix. Indeed, the dipole moment is directly related to each of the peptide groups. Residues of the peptide groups may be either protonated or deprotonated giving rise to a possible net charge on the helix. Equilibrium is established in solution and the degree of protonation depends strongly on the value of the solution's pH. The amide I bond (C=O) of each peptide group may be excited by ATP hydrolysis leading to 4.6 kcal/mol oscillations and an electric dipole moment of 10 ?30 Cm per bond. Oscillations of the entire peptide group are generally of lower energy, on the order of 0.2 kcal/mol (Ristovski et al., 1992) . A tubulin dimer contains 10 alpha helices, which assuming n to be 10, for the sake of comparison, gives a dipole moment per tubulin on the order of 1.2 x 10 ?27 Cm which compares very well with our estimates given below. An experimental result, for a small protein, myoglobin, gives the dipole moment of 0.67 x 10 ?27 Cm (Schlecht, 1969) which is approximately half of the above number and indicates a measure of consistency.
The electret state of most hydrated biopolymers has been found a general property of these systems (Fukada, 1974) . Moreover, bound water was found to strongly contribute to dielectric polarization of biomolecules in solution. Non-linear e ects in transport and polarization storage were discovered which depend on hydration. The nonlinear bioelectret may stimulate ferroelectric hysteresis curves which introduce both memory and irreversibility to the behavior of these systems (Mascarenhas, 1974) . Fukada (Fukada, 1974) reported that DNA and RNA are bioelectrets in their hydrated state with a polarization storage as high as 10 ?4 C/m 2 at elds as low as 100 V/m, an order of magnitude larger number has been mentioned for DNA and RNA . The latter value would translate into 1.6 x 10 ?28 Cm for a single tubulin dimer, if the same properties were to hold. Polarization storage varies drastically with the hydration level indicating the role of bound water in creating an ordered dielectric state of the complex.
The dielectric constant has a nonlinear dependence upon the protein concentration; this has been linked to the existence of local order in protein molecular assemblies. This is indicative of positional ordering of elongated molecules with permanent dipole moments and it could lead to liquid crystalline properties as well as molecular electric elds on the order of 10 4 -10 5 V/m in solutions with protein concentrations on the order of 100 g/l (Post, 1995) .
It was suggested a number of years ago (Hammero , 1987; Rasmussen et al., 1990; Hammero & Watt, 1982) that conformational states of tubulin dimers present within MTs may be coupled to charge distribution or dipolar states thereby allowing for cooperative interactions with neighboring tubulin states. Furthermore, this mechanism could lead to the presence of piezoelectric properties which are very common in ferroelectric crystals. Our hypothesis outlined below goes indeed even further since it implicates dipolar order in providing a physical coupling mechanism between neighboring microtubules. An overall polarization of a MT may be strong enough to couple with the net dipole moment of a nearby MT provided the average distance separating them is short enough. Hence, high-concentration assemblies of MTs should exhibit a di erent growth dynamics than individual MTs. This picture could prove very important in improving our understanding of the assembly/disassembly behavior (Athenstaedt, 1974; Margolis & Wilson, 1981) . However, we still need a direct experimental link to support this claim. We hope that the piezoelectric connection will be helpful in elucidating the dynamic instability puzzle.
Microtubules and Dipole Moments
Our basic premise is that the entire MT may be schematically viewed as a triangular array of dipole moments (see Figure 2 ) which interact with their immediate neighbors via dipole-dipole forces. Each lattice site is assumed to possess a dipole momentp = Q d where Q = 2e is the net mobile charge and d ' 4 nm is the charge separation. We assume that the projection of the dipole moment on the vertical axis can only be +p or ?p due to anisotropy which constrains the mobile charge mobility to only two locations in the dimer. The interaction (dipole-dipole) energy E ij between two neighboring lattice sites (labelled i and j) is, therefore, 
where 0 is the vacuum permitivity, the dielectric constant of the medium, r ij is the distance between sites i and j. The angle is between the dipole axis and the direction joining the two neighboring dipoles. Table 1 gives the numerical results for the constants J 1 ; J 2 and J 3 and the corresponding angles found using the known structural data (Rasmussen et al., 1990) . Due to the fact that J 2 < 0 and that there are an odd number (13) of proto laments, the system exhibits a certain amount of frustration (Suzuki, 1977) along one of the three characteristic axes. This means that for any closed path along this particular direction, it is impossible to satisfy all bond requirements. Consequently, there will always be a con ict (hence the word frustration) between satisfying the energetical requirements of \+"-bonds and \-"-bonds. However, the other two directions are characterized by positive coupling constants and thus do not lead to frustration. The overall e ect is expected to be dominated by the two non-frustarted axes and hence the ground state should be ferroelectric in the low-temperature phase. There is no guarantee, however, that at higher temperatures a frustrated phase will not gain stability resulting from thermal uctuations. We see through our computer simulations that this is indeed so. The ensuing dipolar phase structure at intermediate temperatures is known in the physical literature as a spin-glass (SG) phase (Fischer, 1983) . In the idealized case, spin orientations in the spin-glass phase are locally \frozen" in random directions due to the fact that the ground state has a multitude of equivalent orientations. For example, for each triangle reversing the spin on one side with respect to the remaining two leads to an energetically equivalent con guration. In the present case, all the orientations are not equivalent since the other two directions are not frustarted and, furthermore, possess stronger coupling constants. Nevertheless, partially frustrated con gurations manifest themselves through polarization incursions which become frequent as the transition temperature is approached, i.e. when thermal energy is su cient to overcome spin reversal in the non-frustrated directions. This is also related to the size of the lattice which becomes transparent in our Monte Carlo simulations.
Relatively small potential barriers separating the various nearly equivalent arrangements of spins in the SG-like phase lead to long relaxation times. Moreover, long-range order between spin sites in the ferroelectric phase is replaced by the presence of short-range correlations. This means that the system is very \soft" energetically permitting a number of spin arrangements which are relatively stable. However, there is no tendency towards the formation of large correlated spin clusters. A complete elimination of the SG-like phase can be achieved by: (a) the application of an electric eld along the MT axis. We estimated that elds on the order of 10 4 V/m are su cient to switch a MT from a spin-glass phase to an ordered, ferroelectric state (F). (b) Raising the temperature above the transition temperature will drive the system to a disordered, paraelectric phase (P). (c) A typical spin-glass is generally sensitive to the boundary conditions. This means, for example, that the attachment of MTs to MT organizing centres (MTOCs) could have a profound e ect on the SG phase. Figure 3 illustrates the e ect of temperature and electric elds on the polarization of a MT.
Many important factors may a ect the value of the transition temperature, T c , and thus provide sensitive control mechanisms. Through a coupling to the elastic degrees of freedom (conformational change), the dielectric constant may be altered by the presence of water molecules surrounding a MT structure thereby decreasing the value of T c and introducing dipolar disorder. Small structural changes, in particular shifts in the angles between the dimer dipoles, may remove the frustration mechanism e ectively preventing the onset of the SG phase. Changes in the opposite direction can enhance frustration favoring the SG over the F-phase e ectively switching from the growth mode of operation of MTs to their information processing behavior.
The other possible ordered state is a ferroelectric phase with an almost perfect alignment of dipole moments along the proto lament axis. It is characterized by long-range order and hence it eagerly supports the formation of domain walls between the two stable orientations of dipole moments. The application of an external electric eld preferentially directs kink-like excitation towards the properly aligned end which may cause a disassembly of the proto lament due to the energy released by the kink. On the other hand, when local impurities are encountered by kinks on their way down the proto lament, they slow their motion down, eventually stopping kink motion altogether for su ciently large impurity potentials. This mechanism may elucidate the role of MAPs in the capture of GTP-generated energy which is known to disappear from the positive end.
Assembly and Disassembly Concepts
The assembly and disassembly processes of MTs both in vivo and in vitro have been extensively studied in recent years by a number of groups (Horio & Hotani, 1986; Mandelkow et al., 1989; Mandelkow et al., 1991; Margulis et al., 1978; Margolis & Wilson, 1981; Mitchison & Kirschner, 1984) to list but a few. The results of these meticulous laboratory studies demonstrate that the onset of assembly is crucially dependent on: (a) temperature, (b) tubulin concentration, and (c) GTP supply. In addition, other speci c conditions on microelement concentrations, etc. must be satis ed. Individual microtubules exhibit a rather irregular temporal pattern of assembly and disassembly which has been accordingly termed a dynamic instability with its attendant features of catastrophes and rescues (Bayley et al., 1989; Bayley et al., 1990; Martin et al., 1993) . What is very intriguing and as yet poorly understood is the fact that, above a concentration threshold, MT ensembles show a quasi-periodic, regular pattern of damped oscillations. This indicates that communication or interactions between individual microtubules must play a crucial role in e ecting this drastic change in behavior (Mandelkow et al., 1989; Mandelkow et al., 1991) . This communication can be direct (via dielectric forces, for example) or indirect (via the pool of tubulin available in the cytoplasm for assembly). It is of crucial importance to nd out what is the nature of this mechanism.
Formation of individual microtubules is characterized by the so-called dynamic instability phenomenon. It turns out that only GTP-rich tubulin in solution is capable of binding to a microtubule (Erickson & O'Brien, 1992) . Upon binding, however, GTP attached to tubulin molecules rapidly hydrolyzes to GDP. It can be speculated that a delayed hydrolysis of GTP into GDP loosens the protein-protein bonds thereby providing conditions suitable for disassembly. It is also noteworthy that the geometry of growing microtubules (mainly straight proto laments) di ers from that of shrinking ones (with their characteristic curved proto laments sometimes called the ram's horns) (Mandelkow & Mandelkow, 1992; Trinczek et al., 1993) . This is a direct result of the conformational change that tubulin undergoes upon GTP hydrolysis.
Careful electron microscopy observations indicate the existence of several stages in the development of a single microtubule. An initial nucleation stage from seed oligomers (typically consisiting of -tubulin) tends to occur slowly, eventually reaching an asymptotic density of microtubule ends (Fygenson et al., 1995) . This stage is followed by an almost continuous growth process which is randomly interrupted by a sudden and catastrophic disassembly and regrowth stage (Cassimeris et al., 1986; Drechsel et al., 1992; Erickson & O'Brien, 1992) . The average number of microtubules nucleated is a strongly nonlinear function of tubulin concentration which increases rapidly above a threshold concentration value. The pattern of growth and shrinkage for individual MTs is repeated over and over again but at a rst glance exhibits little regularity.
The rates at which these two processes occur are quite di erent. The rate of disassembly is typically 10-20 times faster than the rate of growth. This has been seen both in vivo and in vitro (Mandelkow & Mandelkow, 1992; Trinczek et al., 1993; Mandelkow & Mandelkow, 1994) . The rate of growth for both the plus and minus ends increases almost linearly at high tubulin concentrations but is nonlinear for low concentrations (Walker et al., 1991) . Furthermore, the slope of each growth curve increases with magnesium concentration. On the other hand, the frequency of catastrophes appears to be virtually independent of the tubulin concentration in the solution for both plus and minus ends although some authors detected a linear decrease of catastrophe frequency with the quantity of tubulin available. It was also observed that a slow, upward trend is present in the shortening rate as a function of magnesium concentration. The rate of catastrophe frequencies can be rather dramatically reduced by increasing the concentration of glycerol in the solution. The frequency of rescues has been found to be almost linearly proportional to tubulin concentration (as would be expected from polymerization processes) for both ends.
Various studies have focussed on the analysis of microtubule data in order to shed light on their statistical properties. For example, a histogram of delays before catastrophes for both ends has a characteristic Poissonian shape which is suggestive of statistically independent, small probability events. Histograms illustrating length distributions have an exponential long tail and a peak corresponding to relatively short microtubules, again in analogy to Poissonian processes. A very important conclusion was reached on the basis of an inverse proportionality of the frequency of catastrophes to the growth velocity of a microtubule. This fact has been interpreted as indicating the presence of a GTP cap at the growing end of a microtubule. However, a safer statement could be made which says that a rate of GTP supply exceeding that of the internal hydrolysis processes stabilizes a growing phase of a microtubule. A recent paper (Odde et al., 1995) investigated the validity of the standard assumption that the growth and shrinkage of MTs is governed by rst-order chemical kinetics. They analyzed the distribution of growth times and found that while the minus end histograms are exponential in character, the plus-end counterparts are not. This would mean that the e ective catastrophe frequency for minus ends is independent of the length of the growth phase. On the other hand, for the plus-end, it increases with the growth period reaching eventually a saturation value. This conclusion could also mean that the probability of a catastrophe is an increasing function of length which inevitably brings nonlinearity into theoretical models.
Finally, time series for growing and shrinking microtubules also reveal the existence of a third state, i.e. a pausing state. Pauses seem to exist in the midst of both elongation and shortening periods. We utilize this fact in the development of one of our stochastic models. It should be noted that pauses are quite rare and account for less than 1% of the phase durations analyzed.
The irregularity of growth and shrinkage patters observed experimentally in MTs may, at rst, suggest a very complicated set of processes. In most of the biophysical literature on this topic two main modes of behavior have been identi ed and termed: (a) catastrophes (sudden, rapid disassembly sequences) and (b) rescues (slow re-growth periods). The implication also made in this context is that these are two distinct dynamical phases which somehow compete for the system's involvement. We believe that these two modes of behaviour are quite di erent from each other and are, in fact, independent. In this sense, they are not engaged in competition as is, for example, understood in co-existence models of phase transitions. Rather, there is one stable phase (growing) which provides a dynamical background whose smooth and largely linear behavior is occasionally interrupted by stochastic, unpredictable events which qualitatively resemble earthquakes (catastrophes).
In order to substantiate the above comments we rst represent the experimental data using a recursive map instead of the usual time series representation. We assume rst that x n denotes the length of one microtubule after n time steps. We then plot x n+1 versus x n . This leads to the emergence of several straight lines on the return map diagram (see Figure 4) .
Furthermore, we attempt to model the highly irregular growth patterns of individual microtubules. To emulate the experimental data obtained in the Hamburg laboratory of E. Mandelkow we initially try the following very simple stochastic map:
x n+1 = r (x n + a) (5) The di erence between the above equation and a deterministic map (like, for example, the celebrated logistic map) is that r is chosen to be a random number with the following two possibilities: r = 1 with probability p r = 0 with probability 1 ? p (6) In terms of the assembly process, p is the probability that a given event will result in assembly (which should be rather close to 1 in most cases) while 1 ? p is the probability of a complete collapse of the microtubular structure. Below, we show sample results obtained for p = 0:9 with the number of steps N = 300. We represented our numerical data using a time series and a recursive map (see Figure 4) .
The above model, therefore, is governed by only two adjustable parameters: (a) the probability of catastrophes 1 ? p which is constant and independent of the length or time elapsed and (b) the rate of polymerization which is proportional to the length increment, a, over the unit of time chosen in the simulation. Thus the coe cient, a, divided by the time step, t, gives the growth velocity of an individual MT. The approach adopted here has been based mainly on recursive maps for the data points, as opposed to the customary representation in the form of time series. The obvious advantage is the introduction of regularity into the data sets which allows for a better choice of adjustable parameters. The second advantage is the simplicity of the mathematical formulas used in simulations. The models presented here possess su cient exibility and can be easily extended to capture a number of subtle features such as: (a) incomplete catastrophe events, (b) memory e ects, (c) saturation of growth and (d) the presence of pauses in both growth and shrinkage phases. We conclude that the rather simplistic simulations of assembly and disassembly processes of individual microtubules which have been presented in this section are capable of successsfully reproducing many of the characteristic features of the experimental data available in the literature. Admittedly, all the models outlined here are one-dimensional and hence do not properly re ect such features as the number of proto laments, the shape of the growing tip, structural defects and the role of internal degrees of freedom (for example di erent tubulin conformations or hydrolysis energy). However, we believe that these additional features can be successfully incorporated at a later stage by further developing the one-dimensional model.
Questions of Energetics
It is believed (Dustin, 1984) that the assembly of MTs is an entropy-driven process partly because the unpolymerized subunits, tubulin dimers, bind and order more water molecules than do the assembled MTs. Both polymerized and unpolymerized free dimers bind either GTP or GDP. In solution, the hydrolysis of GMPCPP (an analogoue of GTP) releases 5.18 kcal/mol of energy. A recent paper (Caplow et al., 1994) , however, reported that the above energy is reduced to 3.79 kcal/mol when GMPCPP is attached to a tubulin dimer and to only 0.90 kcal/mol when the GMPCPP is attached to a tubulin dimer embedded within a MT. The energy of hydrolysis from GTP to GDP is subsequently imparted to the tubulin subunits but it is not required for the assembly of MTs. Utilization of the hydrolysis energy is not well understood, but it has been suggested that it may change bond strengths (Satari c et al., 1993) or contribute to the generation of coherent lattice excitations leading to kink-like re-orientation of dimer dipoles. The latter, through the piezoelectric coupling mentioned above may lead to the proliferation of site distortions involving conformational changes of tubulin dimers. Based on this, a hypothesis we wish to put forward is that at least part of this relatively large amount of energy is stored in a MT in the form of stacking fault energy which, when a critical amount is exceeded, can be released in the form of an earthquake-like collapse of the entire MT structure It has been recently emphasized (Hess & Mikhailov, 1994 ) that microtubule networks play an essential role in cellular self-organization phenomena. These authors implicated reaction-di usion instabilities in the mechanisms of cytoskeletal self-organization. Even in vitro, MTs exhibit traveling waves of assembly and disassembly as well as the formation of polygonal networks (Mandelkow et al., 1989 ). It appears that such assembly waves require the following three conditions: (a) the solution must be in a chemically excitable state, (b) the reaction must be started at a nucleation site and continues through an autocatalytic feedback loop and a di usion process, (c) the initial state is followed by a transient refractory state (Mandelkow et al., 1989) . Reversing the laboratory conditions and then causing a subsequent assembly stage has revealed the presence of memory e ects in these pattern formation phenomena. We believe that dipole-dipole interactions are crucial in elucidating the mechanism of self-organization in the cytoskeleton.
Assuming, as above, that tubulin molecules are polarized dielectrically and approximating their dipole moment as 1.33 x 10 ?27 Cm, this can yield a relatively strong electirc eld (Fr ohlich, 1974 ). The energy of interaction of this eld with another tubulin molecule would roughly be equal to 25 kT at room temperature, strongly a ecting the assembly process as well as explaining sensitive dependence of the microtubule's orientation on external electric elds. Based on the Langevin model of dielectrics, an electric eld on the order of p/kT i.e. about 10 7 V/m would be needed to order non-interacting (i.e. oating independently in the cytoplasm) tubulin molecules at room temperature.
Assuming, on the other hand, that an oscillating electric eld is produced and maintained within a lamentous structure such as a microtubule, an electromagnetic force is generated which acts on oscillating dipoles located in its vicinity. The force can be either repulsive or attractive depending on whether the lament's frequency is is lower or higher, respectively, than the molecule's frequency. Thus, this mechanism could be instrumental in selective biological processes such as those that abound during mitosis. The strength of the force is regulated by the gradient in the electric eld between the laments and the surrounding cytoplasm.
9 Information Processing Capabilities T.Y. Tsong (Tsong, 1989) asserted that biomolecules behave like electronic elements and their structure allows them to process information. Proteins of a cell membrane are able to receive and decipher even very weak electromagnetic signals. The process implicated in these abilities has been termed \resonance electroconformational coupling" and it involves an AC electric eld of a de ned amplitude and frequency which induces resonantly oscllations of a protein conformer.
Can MTs also transport information by conducting a wave of coherent conformational change? Can MTs store information by showing a mosaic of conformational states? Such functions for MTs have been suggested by Hamero (Hammero , 1987; Hamero et al., 1986) .
Some evidence links the cytoskeleton with information processing and cognitive function. Production of tubulin, the MT subunit, and MT activities are correlated with peak learning, memory and experience in baby chick brains. When baby rats begin their critical learning phase for the visual system (when they rst open their eyes), neurons in the visual cortex begin producing vast quantities of tubulin (Cronly-Dillon et al., 1974) . Tubulin production is drastically reduced when the critical learning phase is over (when the rats are 35 days old). Bensimon and Chernat (Bensimon & Chernat, 1991) found that selective destruction of brain MTs by the drug colchicine caused cognitive defects in learning and memory which mimic the clinical symptoms of Alzheimer's disease, in which the cytoskeleton becomes entangled.
Further suggestion for cytoskeleton computation and (or information storage) stems from the spatial distribution of discrete sites (or states) in the cytoskeleton. For example, tubulin subunits in closely arrayed MTs have a density of about 10 17 /cm 3 , which is very close to the theoretical limit for charge separation (Gutmann, 1986) . Thus the cytoskeleton polymers have maximal density for information representation by charge, and the capacity for dynamically coupling that information to mechanical energy and chemical events via cooperative dipole states.
In order to examine the possible usefulness of MTs as biological information processors we must rst evaluate the information capacity within each of the three dielectric phases identi ed earlier in this paper. These results can be used to nd the optimal conditions for the MTs to function as an information storage device. We base the calculations that follow on the standard Shannon de nition of information, I, of a statistical system where (Haken, 1990) 
The probability, p i , depends on the phase of the MT and the system interpolates smoothly between the di erent phase regions from the low temperature ferroelectric through the spin-glass phase to the high temperature paraelectric phase. Our numerical computation indicates that information capacity, I, is highest at the boundary between the spin-glass and the paraelectric phase and hence if MTs are to be e ective as information processors, they should use this narrow \window of opportunity" at the border area between these two phases (Tuszynski et al., 1986) . Of course, the actual location of the border area depends on the magnitude of the electric eld applied and the concentration of MAPs present.
Cellular Automata Models and Signalling
Hamero proposed the rst cellular automata model in 1988 (Hamero et al., 1988) , sparked by all of the evidence which seemed to point to the cytoskeleton as the cellular analogue of the nervous system. The MTs of the axon have been shown to have complex interconnections between both themselves, the surrouding neuro laments and the axonal membrane. In addition, the polarity of microtubules and the existence of several conformational states in free tubulin are well established. His model speculated about the existence of at least two comformational states of the tubulin dimer once it was incorporated into a MT. Although the discussion seemed to talk of dipole interactions, the actual model which was constructed considered discrete charges and not dipoles. Consequently, all interactions were repulsive { some less so than others. In our model, we make use of dipoles and as a result there are genuinely attractive and repulsive type interactions. The main drawback has been the limited knowledge about the dipole moment in each of the tubulin dimer's conformations (see Section 6). We know from the overall polarity of MTs that the dimers are indeed polar and have estimated both the dipole strength and its direction by considering the structure of the MT polymer. In the initial model by Hamero , the MT is prepared in a ferroelectric state which minimizes the discrete charge repulsion. Then, the conformation of certain tubulin dimers, the seeds, are switched. These seeds represent a form of information and it was found that they indeed will propagate on the MT lattice (see Figure 5 ). Depending on the choice of interaction rules, the wave of ips could either leave a wake in the tubulin sea or leave it undisturbed, and could travel in either one or both directions. Our model improves upon this by removing the rather arbitrary thresholds which Hamero introduced and simply replacing them by the calculated threshold to rotation of the dipole. We nd that the ferro-electric state is not the ground state of the MT 13B lattice while it remains the lowest energy con guration for the MT 13A lattice which was the only one simulated by the Hamero group. In addition to varying the lattice type, our model accounts for thermal e ects. At physiological temperatures, the MT is typically highly ordered but not completely ferro-electric (Tuszy nski et al., 1995) . We have found that patches of ipped spins may survive for quite a while upon this background and it may be the in uence of external elds such as action potentials which cause them to propagate. As well, any energy gain or loss caused by dipole ips is conserved in this model. It is either added to or removed from the lattice and makes future ips more or less likely. Accounting for this energy and its di usion may be the key to unravelling not only information processing properties but also the dynamic instability problem because our model has the capacity to accept new energy, from the hydrolysis of GTP to GDP by assembling tubulin dimers. In addition, our dipole model is sensitive to the electric elds caused by action potentials running along the axon (see Figure 6 ). It seems likely that the action potentials cause a wave of spin ips along the MT which may be accompanied by an energy wave. Once such a wave reaches the end of a MT, this might cause disassembly or in some other way provide a second signal to ion channels receptors.
There has been additional speculation about the role of MAPs in this discussion. Certain MAPs are speci c to neuronal MTs (Hirokawa, 1991) and their periodic patterns of attachment are somewhat of a paradox (Dustin, 1984; Hammero , 1987) . Nevertheless, in models which have attempted to con rm their organizing e ect, it seems as though MAPs have an ordering e ect similar to the application of an external eld on the spin lattice. Since the MAPs serve to interconnect and intraconnect the neuronal MTs, there exists the possibility of parallel information processing. We have not pursued this sort of examination to this point, however if even the most elementary features of MT cellular automata are experimentally corroborated, the importance of electrical properties within cells will be clearly demonstrated.
One could also speculate about the importance of the MT dipole moments when it comes to axonal transport. The kinesin and dynein protein motors may be sensitive to the dipole moments of the tubulin molecules on which they step. An ordered lattice would allow for the e cient transport of materials along the lattice. For example, if the lattice were ordered such as the MT 13B lattice where alternating proto laments have opposite dipole orientations. One motor might follow the 1st, 3rd, 5th etc. proto laments and the other would follow the 2nd, 4th, 6th etc. proto laments. Such organization would eliminate all collisions and provide some explanation for video microscopy that has shown vesicles moving in opposite directions without collision.
Conclusions and Outlook
This article was intended to provide a general overview of possible dipolar e ects in the organization and interactions of microtubules, their assemblies and related cytoskeletal structures. We have given some direct as well as indirect evidence for an important role electric dipoles and possibly electric currents may play at a subcellular level, especially as it pertains to the functioning of microtubules. Following a literature survey in this regard, we have presented a few rather simple physical models which could provide a starting point for the analysis of microtubules as ordered dielectrics. Issues pertaining to dipole ordering, energy transfer, information encoding as well as assembly dynamics have been presented in this context.
In addition to these theoretical topics discussed above we wish to list several concrete steps required for the design of models and preparation of experiments intended to demonstrate the validity of the hypotheses put forward. These are: experiments intended to clarify the dielectric properties in particular the existence of ferro-, ferri-, antiferro-electric phases and the spin glass phase predicted theoretically, experiments intended to test the hypothesis of biological coherence in the cytoskeleton, models of molecular dynamics intended to determine the number and nature of tubulin conformational states which are the building blocks of any microscopic physical theory, models of assembly and disassembly using cellular automata as well as evolution equation approaches, information processing simulations intended to elucidate the possible usefulness of parallel processing architecture of MT assemblies.
